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The first single crystal structures of nucleic acids were determined in the 1970s, almost twenty years after the model of the DNA double helix based on fiber data was
published [1,2]. Short fragments of RNA yielded the first atomic-level views of the double
helix and demonstrated conformational flexibility [3–5]. These structures were archived as
small molecules in the Cambridge Crystallographic Database (CSD) [6]. The structure of
tRNA, determined in 1974 [7–9], showed that RNA can fold into a compact structure and
demonstrated the importance of tertiary interactions. As DNA synthesis became possible,
structures of the DNA double helix with predefined sequences were determined. The
first structures were left-handed Z-form DNA fragments [10], and in 1981, the first single
crystal structure of a full turn of B-form DNA was published [11]. The tRNA structures and
larger nucleic acid fragments were archived in the Protein Data Bank (PDB [12]). By 1990,
there were nearly 100 publicly released nucleic acid structures, thus allowing analyses of
sequence-dependent features, hydration patterns, and ligand interactions.
During the late 1970s and 1980s, several faculty members in the Chemistry Department
at Rutgers University focused their research on nucleic acids. Ken Breslauer worked on
the macroscopic properties of nucleic acids using calorimetric approaches [13–16]; these
works, seminal for the understanding of thermodynamics of DNA, have continued to
this day [17–20]. Roger Jones developed new methods to synthesize DNA [21]. Jerry
Manning developed the counterion condensation theory to understand DNA folding [22],
and continued this work in collaboration with the Breslauer group [23]. Wilma Olson
performed detailed analyses of the structure of DNA [24]. During that period, Helen
Berman carried out nucleic acid crystallography research at the Institute for Cancer Research
in Philadelphia and had close interactions with the Rutgers group. In 1989, she joined the
Chemistry faculty at Rutgers.
The setting at Rutgers was ideal for collaborative studies using both experimental and
computational approaches to investigate nucleic acid structure. It was necessary to have a
resource that contained the structural information which resided in the CSD, in the PDB,
or in the laboratories of individual researchers to facilitate these efforts. In collaboration
with David Beveridge, with whom Berman was collaborating on computational analyses
of nucleic acid hydration, Olson and Berman proposed to create the Nucleic Acid Database
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(NDB). In the early 1990s, funding was received from the National Science Foundation
to establish “A Comprehensive Database of the Three-Dimensional Structures of Nucleic
Acids”. The goal was to create a searchable database that would integrate information
from several sources and make a variety of reports, thus enabling research on nucleic
acid structure.
2. Development of the Nucleic Acid Database
The first step in the development of the NDB was to collect and curate the structural
data [25]. Coordinates were accessed from the CSD and the PDB. Each structure and
experiment were carefully reviewed to create appropriate annotations beyond what was
available from each resource. Rather than working directly with the flat files maintained by
the PDB, the NDB imported the parsed data files into a relational database management
system (DBMS). Sybase [26] was chosen as the DBMS in large part because it was being
used by Genbank [27,28]. A query system called NDBquery was put into place. In the
early years, distribution was accomplished via FTP and a system called Gopher [29]. By
1995, a web server was set up, which generated a modest amount of activity to access and
analyze the 350 structures represented in the NDB. The NDB was actively involved in the
development of mmCIF, whose data model is compatible with a relational DBMS. By 1996,
mmCIF [30] became the master format for the NDB. The software that was developed and
the experience gained using this data representation set the stage for the management of
the Protein Data Bank using mmCIF as the master format by the Research Collaboratory
for Structural Bioinformatics (RCSB) beginning in 1998.
The NDB also became a driver for the creation of geometrical standards for nucleic
acid structures. Careful analysis of high-resolution structures from CSD permitted the
calculation of standard reference bond distances and angles for the bases, sugars, and
phosphates of nucleic acids [31,32]. Using these values, Parkinson et al. [33] created new
parameters that enabled improved refinement of nucleic acid-containing crystal structures
against their experimental data. Those standards were widely used. In 1998, the NDB
helped organize a conference whose outcome was the standard coordinate frame definition
for nucleic acid bases [34]. This standard became widely adopted by researchers studying
nucleic acid base morphology.
3. Features of the NDB
In addition to facilitating access to primary data for nucleic acid structures, the NDB
provides tables of derived features, such as classifications of base pairing topologies [35],
backbone torsion angles, and conformational and base pair classifications [36,37].
The NDB also offers different types of data visualization and presentation. The most
important is the NDB Atlas page (Figure 1), which gives summary information about the
structure, visualizations of the crystal asymmetric unit, the biological unit, unit cells, and
for RNA structures; it provides a view that combines the secondary and tertiary structural
features. Links to other resources are also provided.
The functionality of the NDB and its query engine was first and foremost driven
by research projects on the nucleic acid structural and computational biologists. Careful
attention was given to the quality and uniformity of the metadata so that it would be
possible to use Boolean logic to create queries; individual questions could be made into
logical constructs joined by logical AND, OR, and NOT. This requirement represented a
challenge for building a robust system of precisely defined terms incorporated into a formal
computer-readable language; mmCIF was that dictionary.
The NDB website was designed so that the user could select structures with features
of interest and then use those structures for further analysis, e.g., through the creation of
detailed tabular or graphical reports. Soon after the first functional version of the NDB
was available, we started to use its potential to study the geometrical features of nucleic
acids. The original NDB reporting capability allowed the user to obtain tabular reports of
various properties of the selected nucleic acid structures from basic information about the
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Figure 2. Example NDB report of geometric features of nucleic acids, based on structures available
in the 1990s. Histograms show the P–O5′ valence distances in high-resolution DNA, and in all DNA
structures.
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These structures have significantly expanded our knowledge of structure/function
relationships and raised the potential of new knowledge from systematic analyses of structure collections. Many different databases and tools have been created to enable specialized
analyses of nucleic acid structures. Some have focused on DNA [67], some on RNA [68–72],
and some on the interactions between proteins and nucleic acids [73,74]. A systematic
long-term analysis of dinucleotides led to a unified RNA + DNA automated classification
system [50] available at DNATCO (dnatco.datmos.org) (accessed on 30 March 2022). The
NDB (ndbserver.rutgers.edu) (accessed on 30 March 2022) is unique in that all nucleic acid
structures and their complexes are contained in a single resource.
6. Going Forward
The NDB is maintained to the extent that new structures and manually curated
annotations are added each week, but there is little significant development since its last
full funding in 2003. Even so, thousands of users from the Americas, Asia, Europe, and
other locations continue to make multiple visits to the NDB website each month. The most
heavily visited pages are Advanced Search and DNA and RNA galleries.
In 2018, the collaborative group of scientists managing both the NDB (at Rutgers) and
RNAhub services (at Bowling Green State University) proposed to create the Nucleic Acid
Knowledge Base (NAKB), with the goal of integrating information already in the NDB with
additional sequence, structure, function, and interaction-based annotations for all major
classes of NA-containing 3D structures. This new service, which will ultimately replace
the NDB, is currently under construction. The NAKB aims to enable users to quickly
find and download all structures and metadata relevant to their search topic, whether
broad or focused, based on the NDB’s internal curation scheme, computationally generated
annotations, and/or external database references for DNA, RNA, mixed NA, and for NAbinding enzymatic, regulatory, and structural proteins. All NA-containing structures in the
PDB will be indexed, including structures obtained using Electron Microscopy. The NAKB
will be updated weekly.
The NDB has employed manual expert curation collected over three decades to identify
major NA secondary structure features (duplex, triplex, and quadruplex) and high-level
classifications (e.g., ribosomal RNA or telomeric DNA), as well as interactions with ligands
(e.g., minor groove binding) and protein classification [37]. Integrated computationally
created annotations have included bond distance, angle, and torsion geometries, base
and base-pair morphologies, as well as RNA 3D motifs, interactions (base pair types and
parameters, base-to-backbone, and base stacking interactions), and RNA equivalence (3D
structure similarity) classes [75,76].
New NAKB content will include equivalence class calculations for all nucleic acid
molecule types (RNA, DNA, hybrid nucleic acids), enabling more accurate retrieval for
closely related NA structures, analogous to the way that UniProt identifier mapping has
improved search capabilities for related proteins in PDB [77]. Computationally derived
annotations produced by DSSR software [78], including secondary structure features, sugar
pucker type, and pseudo-torsion angles, will be added.
New search capabilities will be developed for specific classes of chemical modifications
of nucleotides; nucleic acid 3D structure motifs by their common names, for example, GQuadruplex, R-loop, Holliday Junction, Sarcin–Ricin, Kink-turn; ribosome functional states,
e.g., full or single subunit, translational state, and numbers and positions of bound tRNAs;
and deeper classification levels for selected proteins such as transcription factors.
The NAKB website will employ a modern web infrastructure with flexible data representation viewable on phones and tablets as well as desktop computers. For each NAcontaining 3D structure, an atlas page will provide a summary overview of annotations as
well as access to 1D, 2D, and 3D visualizations, external analysis tools, and file downloads.
Mappings to external database links will initially include: PDB, Uniprot, RNACentral,
Rfam. External analysis tools will include DNATCO and DNAproDB. Some of the report-
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ing functions that were available in the original NDB so that the types of conformational
analysis described earlier will be reenabled.
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